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We propose two interesting methods of generating the four-photonW state. These methods use parametric
down-conversion processes, linear optical elements, and commercial photon detectors, which are readily fea-
sible under current technology. They can also be used to generate the three-photonW state, the three-photon
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger state, and the three-photon maximally entangled photon-number state(a typical
photon-number entanglement state) by simply changing some experimental components or their parameters.
Moreover, assuming we have photon number-resolving detectors, these methods can develop into methods that
generate a generaln-photonW state. They are expected to become powerful tools for experimental investiga-
tions of multipartite entanglement and its applications to quantum information processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement has a key role in not only fundamental
quantum physics[1,2] but also various quantum information
processing, including quantum cryptography[3–6], dense
coding [7], teleportation[8,9], and quantum computation
[10]. Quite recently, multipartite entanglement has been well
studied theoretically and experimentally. Düret al. [11]
showed that a genuine three-qubit pure entangled state is
either equivalent to the maximally entangled Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger(GHZ) state,

uGHZ3l =
1
Î2

su000l + u111ld, s1d

or to theW state,

uW3l =
1
Î3

su001l + u010l + u100ld, s2d

under stochastic local operations and classical communica-
tions (SLOCC). In the same way, pure four-qubit systems
can be classified into nine classes under SLOCC[12]. The
four-qubit GHZ state,

uGHZ4l =
1
Î2

su0000l + u1111ld, s3d

and the four-qubitW state,

uW4l =
1

2
su0001l + u0010l + u0100l + u1000ld, s4d

belong to different classes from each other, as in the three-
qubit case.

Multipartite entanglement has significant importance in its
fundamental aspects, such as violation of nonlocality
[13–15]. Differences between the GHZ state and theW state
have also been discussed[16–19]. There are also many pro-
posals for applications of multipartite entangled states. For
GHZ-class states, quantum teleportation[20], dense coding
[21], quantum cloning[22], quantum secret sharing[23,24],

and quantum key distribution[25,26] have been proposed.
For W-class states, quantum teleportation[27–32], dense
coding [33], quantum telecloning[34,35], quantum key dis-
tribution [36], and generation of the universal entangled state
[37] have been proposed.

There are quite a few experimental investigations of mul-
tipartite entanglement. The three-qubit GHZ state and the
three-qubitW state have been demonstrated using photons
[38–40], atoms[41], NMR [42,43], and ions[44]. The four-
qubit GHZ state has also been demonstrated using photons
[45,46] and ions[47]. Also another four-qubit state has been
demonstrated and proven its nonlocality[48], which belongs
to the GHZ class. However, there is no experimental realiza-
tion of four-qubit entangled states which does not belong to
the GHZ class, especially, the four-qubitW state.

There is another type of entanglement in photonic qubit
region, namely, photon-number entanglement. A typical
photon-number entanglement is the maximally entangled
photon-number(NOON) state, which has the form

uNOONl =
1
Î2

suNlu0l + u0luNld, s5d

whereN and 0 denote the photon number in each mode[49].
The NOON state is useful for high-resolution phase measure-
ment at the Heisenberg limit[50] or quantum lithography
[51]. Experimental demonstrations have been performed for
N=2 [52] and 3[53].

In this paper, we show two experimental proposals for
generating the four-photonW state. They are composed of
parametric down-conversion(PDC) processes, linear optical
elements, and commercial photon detectors(which cannot
resolve the photon number of detection). Qubits are encoded
in polarization of photons typically asu0l→ uHl, u1l→ uVl.
They do not require single photon sources or photon number-
resolving detectors as in Refs.[54,55], thus are readily fea-
sible under current technology. Simultaneously they can be
used to generate the three-photonW state, the three-photon
GHZ state, and the three-photon NOON state only by chang-
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ing a few experimental components or their parameters. Es-
pecially, one of them has the highest success probability of
generating the polarization three-photonW state within
former proposals. Generation of generaln-qubit W state as-
suming photon number-resolving detectors is also discussed.

II. PROPOSAL 1

A. Four-photon W state and three-photonW state

The schematic of the first experimental proposal is shown
in Fig. 1. We utilize well-known parametric down-
conversion (PDC) processes, which generate two-photon
pairs. They occur in nonlinear crystals in the presence of a
strong pump light field which is now assumed to be from a
femtosecond pulse laser. Especially in this scheme degener-
ate noncollinear type-II[56] and collinear type-I[57–59]
configurations are used. In their processes, for the first-order
term, a polarization entangled state and a two-photon state
with definite polarization is produced, respectively. Now we
focus on the case where each nonlinear crystal generates one
photon pair. By setting the polarization of the pump beams
properly, such a state can be written as

suHlauVlb + uVlauHlbduHHlc, s6d

where subscriptsa, b, and c denote three different spatial
modes, andH sVd denotes one photon with horizontal(ver-
tical) polarization. The normalization coefficient was omitted
for simplicity, which holds for all the following descriptions.
Note that this description is valid only for the photons trans-
mitted through narrow-band interference filters before detec-
tors, whose bandwidths are narrower than that of the pump
field, as in Fig. 1[60]. The same discussion is applied to all
the following parts of this paper. The photons in modesb and
c are mixed by the nonpolarizing beam splittersBS0d. We
select the case where all the injected photons to BS0 go out
to one output mode namedd. Then the total state becomes

uHlauHHVld + Î3uVlauHHHld. s7d

The three photons on moded are split by the nonpolarizing
beam splitters BS1 and BS2. Here we again select the case
where one photon exists in each of the output modesk, l, and
m. Hence the state(7) is converted into

uHlauHlkuHlluVlm + uHlauHlkuVlluHlm + uHlauVlkuHlluHlm

+ 3uVlauHlkuHlluHlm. s8d

In order to set all the coefficients in Eq.(8) to be equal,

Brewster windows are inserted in modea. Their total trans-
mission coefficient for horizontal(vertical) light, tH stVd, is
set to betV/ tH=1/3.Thus we obtain the four-photonW state:

uHlauHlkuHlluVlm + uHlauHlkuVlluHlm + uHlauVlkuHlluHlm

+ uVlauHlkuHlluHlm. s9d

In this state, the first three terms represent the three-
photonW state with respect to modesk, l, andm. Thus if we
recognize the detector in modea as a trigger and select the
case where it detects a horizontally polarized photon, the
three-photonW state can also be observed.

B. Three-photon GHZ state and three-photon NOON state

Next let us see how to generate the three-photon GHZ
state and the three-photon NOON state using the same setup
as the former one. To observe them, another type-I crystal
should be inserted just after the first one and the axis is
directed so that it generates vertically polarized photon pairs
collinearly [58,59]. The two type-I crystals are pumped by a
pulsed laser with a certain linear polarization. The detector in
modea works as a trigger and we select the case where the
trigger detects a horizontally polarized photon. Then the
four-photon generation process which can be detected by co-
incidence events of four detectors is described as

uHlauVlbscos 2uuHHlc + sin 2uuVVlcd, s10d

whereu is the angle of polarization direction of the pump
with respect to the horizontal line. Again we select the case
where the three photons in modesb andc appear in moded
after the beam splitter BS0. Then the state is transformed into

uHlascos 2uuHHVld + Î3 sin 2uuVVVldd. s11d

Here we change the basis in moded into that of +45° /
−45° polarization, where the eigenvectors areuPl
=s1/Î2dsuHl+ uVld anduMl=s1/Î2ds−uHl+ uVld. Whenu is set
so that cos 2u=3 sin 2u, i.e., u=9.22°, the state(11) is
equivalent to

uHlasuPPPld + uMMMldd. s12d

This is the three-photon NOON state with respect to moded.
Again the three photons in moded are split by BS1 and BS2.
If we select the case where one photon goes into each 5
detector in modesk, l, andm, the state(12) is converted to

uHlasuPlkuPlluPlm + uMlkuMlluMlmd, s13d

where the three-photon GHZ state is generated in modesk, l,
andm.

C. Discussion and further improvements

In this section several characteristics of the proposed
scheme are described. First let us discuss the detection effi-
ciency of the scheme above. The success probability of de-
tecting the four-photonW state can be represented by the
transmission coefficients of the beam splitters BSi, ti, as
4t0

2s1−t0dt1
2s1−t1dt2s1−t2d. This has the maximum value16

729
<0.0219 whent0= t1= 2

3 ,t2= 1
2 [61]. This value is comparable

FIG. 1. The schematic of proposal 1; BS0, BS1, BS2, nonpolar-
izing beam splitter; IF, narrow-band interference filter.
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with that of the previous experimental work of generating the
three-photonW state, 1

36<0.0278[40]. This fact implies that
the proposed scheme has enough feasibility with respect to
measurement time. Moreover, as shown below, this value can
be greatly improved.

The success probabilities of the three-photonW state, the
three-photon GHZ state, and the three-photon NOON state
are also calculated. Their values are 3s1−t0dt0

2s1−t1dt1
2s1

− t2dt2, 18
5 s1−t0dt0

2s1−t1dt1
2s1−t2dt2, and 3

5s1−t0dt0
2, respec-

tively. Whent0= t1= 2
3, t2= 1

2, they also have maximum values
4

243<0.0165, 8
405<0.0198, and4

45<0.0889, respectively.
Next we will discuss possible errors in real experiment of

the proposed scheme. Consider the other four-photon genera-
tion processes. The probabilities that four photons are gener-
ated from one crystal are of the same order as that considered
in the scheme above. However, one can easily see that such
unwanted processes are never detected by fourfold coinci-
dence events of the detectors, and thus is negligible.1 On the
other hand, higher-order processes in which more than four
photons are generated also exist. In real experiment, the ef-
ficiency of generating two photons per pulse from PDC pro-
cess is typicallyg,10−4. Then the efficiency of four- and
six-photon generation from PDC isg2,10−8 and g3

,10−12, respectively. Therefore the six-photon generation
rate is,10−4 times lower than that of four-photon generation
and is almost negligible[61]. Another error is the dark count
of detectors, but that of current detectors is quite small so
that they are negligible in multiphoton coincidence experi-
ments. From the discussions above, we find that no error
prevents our scheme.

For real implementation of the proposed scheme, it is im-
portant to adjust the timing of the injection between two
inputs into the beam splitter BS0. At least it should be within
the coherence time of the photons, which is determined by
the bandwidth of the interference filters used. If we suppose
that the above condition is fulfilled and a little change of
timing occurs, a certain phase factord appears in one of the
injection modes, e.g.,uHlc→eiduHlc. Then the initial four-
photon state(6) becomes

suHlauVlb + uVlauHlbdeiduHHlc. s14d

However, this phase shift modifies only the global phase fac-
tor on the final four-photonW state:

eidsuHlauHlkuHlluVlm + uHlauHlkuVlluHlm + uHlauVlkuHlluHlm

+ uVlauHlkuHlluHlmd, s15d

i.e., the state does not change at all as long as we see only
these modes. In other words, the position stability along the
beam, which determines the injection timing of photons into
BS0, is required to be only within the coherence length. Such
a condition has been satisfied in many multiphoton experi-
ments[9,38,40], and is easily achieved. For the case of the

three-photonW state, the three-photon GHZ state, and the
three-photon NOON state, the same required condition can
be applied.

Next we will describe the improvement of the proposal.
For the improvement of the success probabilities, we utilize
n3n optical multiport elements[62,63]. The transformation
matrices of symmetric ones forn=3 and 4 are described
respectively as

1
Î31

1 1 1

1 e
2pi
3 e

4pi
3

1 e
4pi
3 e

2pi
3
2,

1

21
1 1 1 1

1 eif − 1 −eif

1 − 1 1 − 1

1 − eif − 1 eif
2 ,

s16d

where the internal phasef can have an arbitrary value. They
act on vectors whose elements are annihilation operators of
the input modes. When we utilize a 434 multiport element,
modesb and c are injected to two of the input modes as
shown in Fig. 2(a). In addition, the Brewster windows are
removed and birefringent phase shiftersPsxd sx=p+f ,−fd
are inserted in two of the output modes, which cause relative
phase shiftx on vertical polarization asuHl→ uHl, uVl
→eixuVl. Then the four-photonW state(9) can be obtained in
modea and the three of the output modes of the multiport
element, with the success probability of1

8 =0.125. This value
is more than five times higher than that of the scheme before
improvement.

When we utilize a 333 multiport element, the collinear
type-I PDC is replaced by the noncollinear one[64–67] as
shown in Fig. 2(b). This process emits photon pairs in dif-
ferent spatial modes from each other and all emitted photons
have one definite polarization(which now we assume to be
horizontal). Its two spatial modes and one mode of the non-
collinear type-II PDC are each injected into three different
input ports of a 333 multiport unit. We detect each one
photon in modea and the three output port of the multiport
unit. Then the four-photonW state(9) is obtained in these
modes. The success probability of this scheme is2

27
<0.0741, which is more than 3.3 times higher than that of
the scheme before improvement. In real experiment, fused
fiber multiport couplers are useful as multiport elements. Es-
pecially for the case ofn=3, the experimental investigations

1In Refs. [54,55], if the single photons are replaced by outputs
from down-conversion, other unwanted terms always exist. Thus
their schemes cannot be carried out by only using down-conversion
processes but require single photon sources.

FIG. 2. The improved schemes of the first proposal using mul-
tiport elements;Psp+fd, Ps−fd, birefringent phase shifter which
induces relative phaseeisp+fd, e−if, respectively, in each vertically
polarized photon.
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have been performed into the validation of the use of a fiber
multiport coupler as an ideal multiport element[68,69]. Thus
they are surely available for our use.

Changing the amplitude or the relative phase of each term
of the W state or the GHZ state is easily accomplished by
inserting Brewster windows(for changing the amplitude) or
birefringent phase shifters(for changing the relative phase)
into modes to be detected. As a result, starting from theW
states, we can also generate the states as

Î2

3
uHlkuHlluVlm −

1
Î6

uHlkuVlluHlm −
1
Î6

uVlkuHlluVlm

s17d

or

c1uVluHl ¯ uHl + c2uHluVl ¯ uHl + ¯ + cnuHluHl ¯ uVl,

s18d

where the coefficientsci satisfy both oi=1
n ci =0 and

oi=1
n uciu2=1. The former state is used as a resource of tele-

cloning protocol[34,35]. The latter one is called the zero
sum amplitude state, which isused to generate the universal
entangled state[37]. Thus our scheme also has the possibility
of contributing to various quantum information processing.
This discussion holds for proposal 2, which will be described
in the following section.

D. Generating generaln-photon W states

The proposed scheme can develop into that of generating
generaln-photonW states as in Fig. 3. For the development,
we assume the detectors to be photon number-resolving ones
[70,71]. In addition, type-I PDC can be replaced by genera-
tion of a coherent state(laser output). Here we select the case
where there is one horizontally polarized photon in modea
andn photons in moded. Such a state is

s19d

where then−1 horizontally polarized photons in moded
originate from the coherent state. The photons in moded are
split by the beam splitters BSi si =1, . . . ,n−1d and we again
select the case where there is one photon in each of output
modeski si =1, . . . ,nd. Then the state(19) is converted into
the generaln-qubit W state with respect to modeski:

uHlasuVlk1
uHlk2

¯ uHlkn
+ uHlk1

uVlk2
¯ uHlkn

+ ¯ + uHlk1
uHlk2

¯ uVlkn
d. s20d

III. PROPOSAL 2

A. Four-photon W state and three-photonW state

The schematic of the second experimental proposal is
shown in Fig. 4. As in proposal 1, two crystals are pumped
by pulse lasers and generate photon pairs via PDC processes.
Here the collinear type-I and the collinear type-II[72,73]
configurations are used. The collinear type-II PDC process is
the one by which photon pairs are generated in one spatial
mode and photons in one pair have orthogonal polarization
with each other(which now we assume to be horizontal and
vertical). There are different types of four-photon generation
process, i.e.,(i) four photons from the type-II PDC,(ii ) two
photons from both the type-I and the type-II processes,(iii )
four photons from the type-I PDC. Their processes are de-
scribed as

uHHHHlau0lb + uHHlauHVlb + u0lauHHVVlb, s21d

where we assumed that the type-I PDC and the type-II PDC
have the same efficiency[58]. The photons in modesa andb
pass through the half wave plates HWP1 and HWP2, respec-
tively. Their corresponding fast-axis angles with respect to
the horizontal line are denoted byu1 andu2. Now, for gen-
erating the four-photonW state and the three-photonW state,
u2 is set to zero. Therefore the photons in modeb undergo
phase shift through HWP1 as uHl→ uHl, uVl→−uVl. On
the other hand, polarization of the photons in modea are
rotated via HWP2 as uHl→cos 2u1uHl+sin 2u1uVl, uVl
→sin 2u1uHl−cos 2u1uVl. Then the photons are injected into
the polarizing beam splitter(PBS), which transmits horizon-
tally polrized photons and reflects vertically polarized pho-
tons. The output modes denoted byc andd are the counter-
parts of modesa and b, respectively. We select the case
where there are three photons in modec and is one photon in
moded. The state of such a process before the PBS is

sin 4u1uHHHVlau0lb − uHHlauHVlb. s22d

After the PBS, this state is converted into

FIG. 3. The developed scheme of the first proposal for generat-
ing the generaln-photon W state. Detectors are photon number-
resolving ones.

FIG. 4. The schematic of proposal 2; HWP1, HWP2, half wave
plate for down-converted photons; PBS, polarizing beam splitter.
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sin 4u1uHHHlcuVld − uHHVlcuHld. s23d

The photons in modec are split by BS1 and BS2. Again we
consider the case where there is one photon in each of output
modesk, l, andm. Then the state which is detected by coin-
cidence events of four detectors in modesk, l, m, and d
becomes

Î3 sin 4u1uHlkuHlluHlmuVld − uHlkuHlluVlmuHld

− uHlkuVlluHlmuHld − uVlkuHlluHlmuHld. s24d

Whenu1 is set as sin 4u1=−1/Î3, i.e.,u1=−8.82°, the state
(24) becomes the four-photonW state:

uHlkuHlluHlmuVld + uHlkuHlluVlmuHld + uHlkuVlluHlmuHld

+ uVlkuHlluHlmuHld. s25d

Whenu1=0, the state(24) becomes the three-photonW state
with respect to modesk, l ,m:

suVlkuHlluHlm + uHlkuVlluHlm + uHlkuHlluVlmduHld. s26d

B. Three-photon GHZ state and the three-photon
NOON state

Next we will show how to generate the three-photon GHZ
state and the three-photon NOON state. The difference from
the generation of theW states is in the values ofu1, u2. Now
we setu1=0. Then the state which contains one photon in
moded and three photons in modec becomes

uHHVlcuHld −
Î6

2
sin 4u2uVVVlcuHld. s27d

When we setu2 as 4u2=−Î2/3, i.e., u2=−7.03°, the state
(27) becomes the three-photon NOON state along the
+45° /−45° polarization basis in modec:

suPPPlc + uMMMlcduHld. s28d

The photons in modec are split by the beam splitters BS1
and BS2. If we select the case where one photon go out to
each of three output modesk, l, and m, the state(28) is
converted into the three photon GHZ state:

suPlkuPlluPlm + uMlkuMlluMlmduHld. s29d

C. Discussion and further improvements

In the second scheme, the success probabilities of gener-
ating the four-photonW state, the three-photonW state, the
three-photon GHZ state, and the three-photon NOON state
are calculated as5

162+
Î6
81<0.0611, 2

9 <0.222, 28
243<0.115,

and 14
27<0.519, respectively. These values are higher than

those of the proposal 1. Especially, the value for the three-
photonW state,29, is the highest one compared with previous
works of generating the polarization three-photonW state
including proposals[40,54,55,61,74].

Consider the injection timing of the two input modes into
the PBS. Suppose that the timing is within the coherence-
time order and changes a little. Then a phase factor appears

in each photon of one mode. Hence the initial state becomes

e4iduHHHHlau0lb + e2iduHHlauHVlb + u0lauHHVVlb.

s30d

Here different phase factors appears in each term. For the
four-photonW state, the three-photon GHZ state, and the
three-photon NOON state, two terms of the initial state are
required, thus the final states change with respect to phase
factors of each term. This fact means that the position stabil-
ity along the beam, which determines the injection timing of
photons into the PBS, needs to be within the wavelength
order. Such a situation is more difficult to be realized than
the case of coherence-length order stability as in proposal 1.
However, there are several experimental studies under such
conditions[75,76], thus they are considered to be sufficiently
feasible. Moreover, our new scheme can utilize a Sagnac
interferometer[77] as shown in Fig. 5, which has excellently
high stability. On the other hand, for the three-photonW
state, only the second term in Eq.(30) contributes to the final
state, hence the phase factor becomes merely a global one on
the final state and the total state does not change. Therefore
the stability needs to be only within the coherence length as
in proposal 1.

D. Generating generaln-photon W state

The second scheme can also be extended to that of gen-
erating a generaln-photon W state as in Fig. 6. Again we
assume photon number-resolving detectors and replace the
type-I PDC by generation of a coherent state. Then in the
same manner as in proposal 1, we can obtain the general
n-qubit W state in modeski si =1, . . . ,nd:

uHldsuVlk1
uHlk2

¯ uHlkn
+ uHlk1

uVlk2
¯ uHlkn

+ ¯

+ uHlk1
uHlk2

¯ uVlkn
d. s31d

Compared with proposal 1, this scheme has a higher suc-
cess probability. This is because all photons from the coher-
ent light pass through the PBS and there is no loss of photon.

FIG. 5. The improved scheme of the second proposal using a
Sagnac interferometer; PBS, polarizing beam splitter which works
for both pump and down-converted light; HWP1, HWP2, half wave
plate for down-converted light, which do nothing for pump light;
DM, dichroic mirror which reflects down-converted light and trans-
mits pump light.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed two experimental schemes for generat-
ing the four-photonW state. They can also be used as sources

of the three-photonW state, the three-photon GHZ state, and
the three-photon NOON state only by changing some experi-
mental components or their parameters. Especially using the
second proposal, the highest success probability of generat-
ing the polarization three-photonW state can be achieved.
We have discussed some problems for experimental realiza-
tion of the schemes and shown that they can be improved,
thus they are strictly feasible under current technology. Us-
ing photon number-resolving detectors, they can develop into
those of generating generaln-photonW state.
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